
Scene 1 
01  W:  I’ve got a really good bit of news    because Anna 
02  M:  (I), I wanna tell you my bit  
03  W:  Oh OK 
04  M:  Because I found the most important thing at Western Mining today. We’ve got 
this place, a storeroom, and it’s full of biscuits. 
05  W:  [LAUGHS] 
06  M:  Absolutely full of biscuits. And you can even put in orders () 
07  W:  Are they in packets? 
08  M:  No, no, no.They buy, they buy boxes of Arnott’s biscuits. 
09  W:  So do we. 
10  M:  No, you, but, like, I bet you, (I), this is like being in a shop. They’re stacked up, 
s-, you know, the store is not as high as () (but) 
11  W:  How many people, um, are employed? 
12 *M:  I don't know, there must be at least four or five hundred in the building, and this, 
I don’t know, I don’t know how many people this, how many floors this store . things, 
but there’s a constant stream. 
 
Scene 2 
01  M:  Yeah, and, ‘cause, and we were complaining, ‘cause, um, Lorraine’s got, you 
know, sort of ginger nuts,and see, we don’t like the ginger nuts, and we said “Oh”  
02  W:  You love ginger nuts, you liar 
03  M:   No, I don’t, they’re too hard. 
04  W:  You’re just identifying with Anne. 
05  M:   No, no, they’re too h(ard). I don't like gi-, I really don't like ginger nuts.  They're 
too hard, crunch your teeth and things like that. (You know) when you’ve got all the 
bridges I’ve got I’m worried about them now. 
 
Scene 3 
01  M:  Did I tell you I hired a video? 
02  W:  Mm [SHAKES HEAD] 
03  M:  Yeah, I hired a video last night. You know, it seems easier than replacing mine. 
04         [BOTH LAUGH] 
05  M:  It’s good. When you come home tonight you can have a look at it. It’s great, it’s 
good. 
06  W:  Did you bring home some videos, did you? 
07  M:  Yeah, yeah. Yeah I've got ,um, what's that one again?Oh, Starstruck, that's it. 
Was it Starstruck?  Moonstruck. 
08  W:  Oh, phhh. Don't believe you. 
09  M:  Eh? well, it's better than “DebbieDoes Dallas” or something like that. 
10  W:  [LAUGHS] “Deep Throat” or 
11  M:  M, m [EATING]. Well, I suppose if you had access to some of those it’d be good 
fun. 


